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The Fish & Wildlife Board held a meeting on Wednesday, January 18, 2012, in the 4th floor 
conference room of the Pavilion Office Building, in Montpelier, Vermont. 
 
Attendees: 
 
Board Members:  Brian Ames, Chair; Ed Gallo, Vice Chair; Steve Adams, Pete Allard, Walt Driscoll, 
Gary Gibbs, Craig Lantagne, Kevin Lawrence, Justin Lindholm, John Roy, Jeffrey Salvador, Robert 
Shannon, Grant Spates, and Ronald Wilcox. 
 
Fish & Wildlife Department Employees:  Commissioner Patrick Berry, Special Projects Manager 
Kim Royar, David Englander (Legal Counsel), Col. David LeCours (Director of Law Enforcement 
Division), Mark Scott, (Director of Wildlife), Forrest Hammond (Wildlife Biologist), Chris Bernier 
(Wildlife Biologist), and Charlee Drury (Executive Staff Assistant). 
 
Members of the Public:  Roy Kilburn, Clint Gray, and Bill Pickens, President, Vermont Trappers 
Association (VTA). 
 
Chairman Ames called the meeting to order at 5:05 p.m. 
 
Approval of December 14, 2011 Meeting Minute 
 
Driscoll motions to accept minutes and Spates seconds.  Board approves minutes unanimously. 
 
First Vote – Furbearer Rule 
 
Mark Scott gives Board overview of work done on the rule since last meeting and introduces Chris 
Bernier. Scott also recognizes Bernier for working hard with VTA and Department’s Legal Counsel, 
Law Enforcement Division and Wildlife Division. Chairman Ames asks Chris to go through the 
highlights of the Furbearer Rule. Chris walks the Board through the changes that were made pursuant 
to the Board’s discussion at the December 2011 meeting. Salvador requests explanation on what an 
“entrance” was. He asks for definition on where a trap can be to an entrance. 
 
Lawrence showed difference in primeness of pelts of beaver that were taken in season, and out of 
season.  
 
Gibbs asked Chris if the otter season has ever run concurrent with beaver season. This was unclear. 
Kim mentioned New York’s work with trigger mechanisms that lessen over harvest of otter by 
accident while beaver trapping.  
 
Lantagne asks about enforcement issues related to “entrance” question. Col. Lecours responds that 
unless it was right in the entrance (not 6 inches away from) they would have leeway.  
 
 
Discussion on the Bobcat section of the rule regarding season limit of 100 



 
3.0- Discussion on clarity issues, wording changes, no substantive change. 
 
4.6- Board asks if snares could be added. It was explained that snares are prohibited under statute.  
 
4.9- NEW- Add wording that allows Law Enforcement the discretion to give tags for animals taken 
out of season, this puts into rule what has essentially been practiced all along.  
 
4.14(e) follows statute, 84 hours.  
 
4.15 (b) Gallo mentions section on lights and ask if there should be restrictions on power level of 
lights. Col. Lecours said the brightness of the light shouldn’t be an issue and adds that it’s better to 
illuminate as best as you can for a better target, i.e. raccoons being treed by dogs. 
 
4.15 (b) Ames asks about wording change—Englander questions that the way it reads “raccoon 
training season” sounds like training raccoons; this is not the intent. Englander suggests putting “dog” 
in front of training season. Ames asked Mr. Englander to work on wording. 
 
Lindholm notes that the definition of “trapping” could leave too much leeway for the use of guns, 
bows and other implements.  
 
Ames mentions that Section 3.5, the definition of “trap,” needs to be made more precise so as not to 
include firearms. 
 
Shannon makes motion to accept rule with amendments.  Motion is put on hold per Ames. He asks 
Englander for wording on 4.15(b). Englander proposes 4.15(b) reads; a light may be used to 
illuminate once treed by “dogs in training, or during the raccoon hunting season.” Ames makes 
motion to accepting rule with minor adjustments.  Salvador seconds the motion. 
 
Ames calls vote with amendments. Rule passes unanimously  
 
Ames opines that a public hearing is not necessary as the effected constituents have been consulted. 
There are no objections from the Board.  Hearings can be held prior to a Board meeting if a user 
group needs to speak. 
 
Bear Management Proposal Discussion 
 
Ames takes notice that this is not a first vote; it is just an informational summary. Board will take 
first vote during the next meeting. 
 
 Scott tells the Board that the proposal before them is the result of the feedback the Department 
received from the Board Meeting held in March 2011, work by the Big Game Team, and review of 
the Department’s Management Team. Scott introduces Forrest Hammond, who presented the 
Department’s proposal: 1) to have a bear license for hunters during the start of the season (September 
1) until the first day of the November firearm rifle season; and, 2) to extend bear hunting four 
additional days during the November firearm deer season. Forrest reviews Maine’s and New 
Hampshire’s structure. Our proposal is similar. 
 
Ames asks to break for dinner. 6:13pm 



 
Meeting continues: 
Questions arise about when bear are actually taken during the hunting season. Hammond notes that in 
recent years more bears have been harvested before the November firearm deer season with the 
exception of this year when an abundant beechnut crop and lack of deep snow kept bears from 
denning early.   
 
Ames questions missing data on bear tooth collection. He mentions that what he and Steve Adams 
learned from the joint meeting last fall with Vermont Fish and Wildlife and New Hampshire Fish and 
Game was extremely informative.  One piece of critical information he learned was the necessity to 
collect teeth from harvested bears.  Hammond responds that he would like to collect teeth from 80% 
of the bears taken.  He said taxidermist reports will boost collection of data. Ames suggested offering 
a habitat patch or equivalent as incentive to hunters to collect teeth. Driscoll suggests that agents 
partake in teeth collection to increase the data.  Ames asks Col. Lecours if wardens remove teeth 
from nuisance and road kill bear. The Col. recognizes internally that “we have work to do as well 
here.”  Salvador suggests mandatory but not making it mandatory with repercussions and adds that if 
we can ask moose hunter to pull ovaries, then we can ask bear hunters to pull teeth.  Royar mentions 
the Trapper Survey is not mandatory but there is a high return rate when they know the importance of 
the information.  
 
Gallo comments that he is very happy with the proposal and thanks the Department for incorporating 
what was discussed the previous time the Board took up this topic. 
 
Ames offers an amendment to add into rule language that reads “any person harvesting a bear under 
this rule must process bear for consumption.” Driscoll mentions the “Wanton Waste Rule” (which 
failed to result in a regulation). Ames references a large bear dumped over the bank and uses this as 
explanation for why he suggests language change. If language is added, the “process for 
consumption” would also make it legal for the bear to be given away. Col. Lecours adds his concern 
on what percentage of meat needs to be processed for consumption, as well as the difficulty in 
enforcing this. 
 
 Ames says that he intends to add this when future regulations come before the Board on other big 
game species. Shannon says it’s a topic of discussion but adds discussion on the “Wanton Waste 
Rule” that he and Ames sat in on. He suggests this won’t lead anywhere. 
 
Ames calls a straw vote, Ames asks at this time that we craft rule reflective to this proposal. 
Lindholm adds, if second tag is approved, this is an opportunity to educate people on tooth removal 
and its importance. 
 
Deer/Moose Permit Process – Proposed Changes 
 
Commissioner briefs the Board on challenges of the current system of issuing antlerless deer permits 
and the APA process.  Printing, permitting, regulatory and biological constraints make it very 
difficult to meet the necessary deadlines and provide good customer service to our constituents.  To 
collect all of the necessary biological data and address the need for incorporation of late winter 
severity index data into the model, realistic/accurate antlerless permit recommendations cannot be 
made until the end of April.  To meet the APA deadlines and accommodate the licensing needs, we 
have had to push the permit allocation results deadline to the middle of October instead of the end of 
September.  Advertising and printing of applications cannot be responsibly accomplished until after 



the second board vote, pushing the application period to July and limiting the time that the licensing 
division has to enter the applications and process the final permits. In order to meet all the necessary 
deadlines within a more constricted timeline, it may be necessary to hire assistance for the licensing 
division during the critical period.   Last year we had antlerless permit applicants applying for 
WMU’s that were not open. He briefed on the Board on letters that had to be sent to the public 
apologizing that their WMU wasn’t open after the final hearing. Refunds had to be made.  
 
2b 10 V.S.A. App. § 2b would have to be amended to accommodate a different deer hearing 
schedule. 
 
Scott notes that we can work with this with a revisit to this rule. Gallo needs clarifications on 
requirements on these five March meetings. Statue requires meetings to be held but not in March, 
Board regulation controls how many meetings and in which regions by WMU they need to be held. 
Shannon suggests “housecleaning,” to amend the 1995 Board requirements on March meetings. It’s 
also suggested that the DFW and the Board educate people with PowerPoint presentations about who 
we are and how we function because there is persistent confusion. Shannon states that he has learned 
more about the Department in the past year than the previous four from Scott’s introductions of staff 
and brief reviews of programs and processes.  He encouraged the Department to do more of this 
when we have an opportunity whether it’s at board meetings or public hearings. Commissioner agrees 
and adds he would like to talk about process to the public. 
 
Shannon asks if the Board wants to make a proposal for an action plan. Ames suggests moving 
forward. Salvador suggests a page in the law book on rule making. Suggestions were made that the 
Department holds some meetings, and the Board could hold some meetings. Lindholm asks the 
earliest month that we could give people the kill number and winter severity data. Scott responded 
late April for winter severity. Kim adds that the APA process requires a certain time frame for 
publicity, and that there are many restrictions for us on this process.   
 
Ames and other Board members like the idea of more flexibility on future meetings and welcomes a 
proposal from the Department.  
 
Commissioner references the Point of Sales System and adds that harvest reports will be coming in 
quicker and information available faster for us once this system is in place. 
 
Ames recommends the above. 
 
Legislative update 
 
Commissioner Berry gives an update on the Governor’s budget address in which he noted his support 
for the Department by highlighting hunters, fishers, and bird watchers. Commissioner Berry mentions 
the fee bill, explaining that this comes up every three years. Commissioner Berry adds information 
collected from Southwick Associates who helped us with regression analysis. Our current proposal is 
to hold license increases on big game license types until 2014. 
 
Berry also updates the Board on a complaint regarding the Access Area Rule; it is being challenged 
by ice boaters. Access area rule doesn’t allow them to use the launch at this time. The Commissioner 
is testifying next week in regards to this matter. He adds that Federal statute is loosening up, but state 
statue prohibits this. He mentions a user pay system.  
 



The Board was also updated on a legislative bill to prohibit the feeding of bear, and the sale of bear 
bile and gallbladders. 
 
A follow up conversations was had on the red deer that died near an elk farm in northern Vermont. It 
was noted that this lies under jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture, Food and Markets and 
did not appear to be a threat. Our staff has personally talked with Agriculture about this. 
 
Conversation arose about a captive deer facility in Quebec that may have released white-tailed deer. 
One buck shot in northern Vermont this fall had curved hooves, which often is a result of a diet 
deficiency of copper, often associated with captive feeding. It is unclear where this deer came from.  
 
Lindholm revisits access area topic and suggest idea to find solution is to ask for money to use access 
areas. Commissioner made mention of kayak/canoe registration tag as possible solutions.  
 
Col. Lecours informs the Board about the Wildlife Violator Compact. He explains that states enter 
into the compact which is revocation state to state, instead of allowing other violators from other 
states to come here. This bill is not moving yet but we are working on moving this.  
 
Adams moves back to the bear rule and mentions he agrees. 
 
 
 
Roundtable 
 
Lindholm- Access areas, specifically Chittenden Reservoir, makes mention that Warden Isabel is 
against Snowmobile trailers being parked in the access areas. He asks that we try to work around this 
issue. 
 
Gallo- Asks to revisit the Baitfish Rule; suggests that some house cleaning needs to be done. Issues 
need to be addressed; he asked to re-open this rule.  The Board agrees to re-open. 
 
Salvador- Informed the Board of his proactive approach to this year’s deer season. He is taking 
suggestions from the public.  H mentions 15 letters he has received already regarding this. People 
want a two deer limit; 80% want the spike horn rule eliminated; re-define a legal buck to be 1 antler 3 
inches or longer; and people are not happy with this past hunting season. 
 
Spates- Questions the hire of a new deer biologist, and asks if we are looking for one? Commissioner 
Berry gave an update and ultimately the answer is yes. 
 
Driscoll- Makes mention that people who are deer hunting see bear but they are not shooting them. 
He suggests that hunter surveys will show this data. He also comments that the new Fish & Wildlife 
calendars do not have the start and finish dates of ice fishing season and asks why?  Commissioner 
Berry said this was an over sight and gave an apology and thanked Driscoll noticing this. 
 
Adams- Makes mention that he got a call from legislature about ice boaters as well. Adams tried to 
explain to legislator as well about the access area rule. 
 
Lawrence- Thanked those who attended his beaver trapping demonstration. 
 



Gibbs- Commended the Department for their quick response to phone calls and complaints from the 
public about receiving antlerless doe permits for WMU’s that they did not pick. He was told that the 
Department made an effort to fix these as quickly as possible and people were thankful. He also 
mentions that the public feed back he has been getting is “to get rid of doe permits for 5 years.” 
 
 
Ed made motion to adjourn, seconded by Spates 
 
Meeting adjourned 8:08pm 


